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Introduction 
CCA lets you create paging groups to allow phone users to broadcast announcements to groups of 
Cisco IP phones by using the phone speakers.  UC500 allows up to 4 paging groups to be configured 
with CCA. Only Cisco IP phones (79xx & SPA5xx) be members of paging groups1.  Phones are operating 
in Skinny Protocol Mode (SCCP or SPCP) 

Configuration 
Paging groups are usually configured after all the phones are created and assigned in the system via 
either the Telephony Setup Wizard (TSW) or CCA expert mode Configuration �Telephony � Voice � 
User Extensions TAB. 

To configure pickup groups, choose Configure > Telephony > Phone Groups > Paging Groups 

In the example used in this lab, we are creating 4 groups, each with 2 members.  Page Group 1 has a 
SPA525G and Page Group 2 has a Cisco 7921. 

 
Paging will use up to 4 EPHONE-DNs and assign each its own multicast IP address and port.  CCA does 
this for you: 

paging [ip multicast-address port udp-port-number] 
                                                           
1 In a future CCA release, we will allow paging groups to include FXS ports as well, and are looking at phones being 
part of multiple page groups. 



paging ip 239.1.1.1 port 2000 for paging group 1 
paging ip 239.1.1.2 port 2000 for paging group 2 
paging ip 239.1.1.3 port 2000 for paging group 3 
paging ip 239.1.1.4 port 2000 for paging group 4  

The phones which are built as members of the paging group are added as members of that group2 under 
ephone-dn. 

Try the paging by dialing the extension and confirm its operation. 

 

                                                           
2 If phone type is 525G, 7921, and 7925, paging-dn will append with ‘unicast’ to allow it to work, and this will 
impact MOH for these devices (Tones instead of music). Also, if G722 CODEC is assigned to the SPA525G, the 
paging transcoding will not sound right (reported in phone FW 7.4.4). 


